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Principles and techniques ofdesigning a garment pattern using flat pattern methods. Students
construct a basic fitting sloper, analyze advanced design problems and create an original design
finished garment.

IV. Need/Justification/Goals

A. To enable the student to make a complete garment pattern from a design sketch.
B. To enable the student to fit a variety offigure variations.
C. To enable the student to understand fabric behavior and limitations in apparel design.

V. Course Objectives

A. Develop an original pattern from a basic sloper, created to fit the students own figure.
B. Interpret flat pattern principles in design alterations.
C.. Understand and have a working knowledge ofthe factors which are necessary for the

best relationship between personal figure problems, limits ofgarment design, and fabric design
and characteristics.



D. Understand how the principles of flat pattern design are utilized in the manufacturing
process.

VI. Course Content

1. Overview offlat pattern design principles
2. Creation ofa basic sloper for the student's own figure.
3. Bodices and their design variations
4. Sleeves
5. Skirts
6. Pants
7. Special design features
8. First patterns verses production patterns

VII. Instructional Methodology

A. Assignments
1. Research assignment on comparison ofpatternmaking methods
2. Creation ofbasic sloper, full scale
3. Completion ofdesign variations for each garment type in half scale for notebook
4. Creation of3 production patterns

B. Evaluation

1. Attendance.

2. Written quizzes, midterm exam and final exam. Tests will require the student to
demonstrate an understanding ofthe fundamentals and definitions ofpatternmaking using the flat
pattern method, working from assigned designs as selected by the instructor.

3. Practical, hands-on final exam to demonstrate the student's knowledge ofthe creation
ofproduction patterns as used in industry.


